
E2C2 Energy Committee   
November 19, 2018 Meeting Summary 

 
Present: John Bloom; Scott Dicke, Catherine Steinmetz (Arlington Tech), Afroze 
Mohammed (VA Tech), Allison Forbes (Center for Regional Economic 
Competitiveness), Jonathan Gritz; Scott Brideau, Irwin Kim; Charles Girard, Scott Sklar, 
Rick Keller; Stephanie Burns 
County staff: Jessica Abralind Joan Kelsch, John Morrill, Rich Dooley 
 

1. Greetings, review agenda, approve notes – 7:30 – 7:40  
 

2. Discussion: Building mutually beneficial links with educational institutions in Arlington 
– 7:40 – 9:00 
Guests representing educational institutions and community organizations: 

• Catherine Steinmetz, Arlington Tech 

• Dann Sklarew, George Mason University 

• Scott Sklar, George Washington University 

• Afroze Mohammed, Virginia Tech 

• Allison Forbes, Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness 
 

• We lack skilled labor to adequately address energy project design and 
implementation, and we need to meet that need. 

• We should consider a project that creates an Energy Dashboard providing energy 
information helpful to citizens, students alike. 

• Capstone projects for students; it’s fun to identify projects of mutual benefit. 
• Graduate school students already work in analytical jobs; we should take advantage 

of such existing expertise. 
• We should hold an “Arlington University Day” to showcase the various offerings in 

Arlington. 
• We have heard John Chadwick (APS) would like a program to take advantage of the 

net zero energy (NZE) schools. For instance, how can the students experience the 
schools and interact with them more. While Discovery Elementary has a good 
program for that school’s students, could we develop an educational program & 
integrate it into not only the elementary school students' curriculum, but also middle 
and high school students? 

• We need zip code level energy use data to do the type of analysis we want to do. 
• VA committed $1B to help create a Virginia Tech Innovation Campus near Amazon’s 

HQ2. Is this a potential place for this collaboration?  
• We should map out the energy-related topics for training, certifications, and engage 

the businesses, organizations that can hire the talent pool. After mapping out the 
topics, map out the businesses in Arlington and school programs to see how the 
supply and demand sides match up - where the gaps exist. 

• How can the community help Amazon meet its renewable energy goals? 
• Given the pursuit of Amazon HQ2, there's already collaboration across jurisdictional 

borders and multiple educational institutions, e.g., VT, GMU. How can we take 



advantage of those ongoing discussions?  
• We should find concrete ways to collaborate now. While a university can commit to 

interests, opportunities, there needs to be a match made between a 
project/interested sponsor and a specific professor 

• It’s important to keep in mind that sponsoring organizations often need to provide a 
$5000 sponsorship for the student to accept the project idea. 

• It is important for Arlington to show that its work force is up to the task of 
implementing the CEP, show that we do have the capabilities, and tie it to economic 
development goals. 

• ELance is a freelancers website (now known as Upwork). The site allows someone 
to post a job and it searches its database of freelancers to match the job posting with 
freelancers with the necessary skill sets. This site is for organizations that have a 
skill need but little funding.  

• How can Arlington / the Energy Committee be a matchmaker between organizations 
in need of energy specialists and the people with the skills to do the job? 

• Is there a task or project to mine energy use data that is helpful to the County?  
▸ A: It depends - we'd need to look at what we want to do. We need to identify 

what problem it is we want to solve. For instance, the County is interested in 
partnering with an energy data cybersecurity specialist start-up to better 
understand how Arlington can address such issues.  
▸ How can we identify more of those needs, ideas like that one? Partner 

with AED on a forum to make those identifications?  
• What is the process to develop a capstone project? Is the process different for each 

university?  
▸ A:  Capstone projects at VT are often a year-long. A sponsoring organization 

writes up the description of the problem to be solved. Students then select 
from all of the project descriptions the project they want to tackle. 

▸ At GW, projects are often semester-long and faculty driven/student selected. 
GW charges companies/sponsoring private sector firms, but GW does not 
necessarily charge governments or NGOs for the sponsoring a capstone 
project. For accepted projects, professors talk with the sponsors about 
progress and where challenges exist for the students.  

• At Arlington Tech (APS high school), seniors have capstone projects. There are 
three main types: 1) Internships (core classes in AM, jobs in the PM), 2) independent 
consultant, and 3) researcher. In general, Arlington Tech: 

▸ Teaches via project-based learning 
▸ Requires each student to take one engineering class to learn those concepts 
▸ Provides multiple tech pathways 
▸ Offers professional certifications - e.g., solar installer 
▸ Is looking for more partnerships with universities. For instance, there was an 

example where Marymount U. Interior design students relied on Arlington 
Tech engineering students to develop and print out via 3-D printers mock ups 
of ideas provided by the Marymount students 

• There are many commercial properties, but not many commercial solar PV installers. 
How can we develop a project to meet that need, given that C-PACE helps make the 
economics work for those solar PV projects on commercial buildings? 



▸ The University of Richmond did a similar project to identify commercial 
buildings that were good solar PV candidates. This could help inform where 
the specific needs are property by property.  

• What about a project taking the 2012 GIS project done for the County  
(to determine whether the County could reach 160 MW of solar PV capacity by 
2050) and expand upon that? That report was not designed to be an actionable 
document for solar PV firms, rather, it was just asking the question whether 160MW 
of solar PV in Arlington was technically feasible. 

• A gap analysis that was mentioned before is a good idea. There's what the CEP 
envisions, then there’s where we are now. We need to identify the gaps that exist 
between where we want to go and what stakeholders need to get there. 

• The County’s Green Building Density Incentive program still faces challenges in 
getting the economics of solar PV projects on commercial buildings economics to 
work. A study could help identify financial incentive and/or policy needs. 

• Each university department has its own capstone project needs, interests.  
▸ What about Energy Committee members talking with multiple universities to 

identify different departments’ needs and areas of focus, interest?   
▸ Could we have a student or students help identify the needs? 

• The Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness acts as a matchmaker of sorts 
with multiple universities. 

• Do each of the universities have a central point of contact for all capstone project 
ideas?  

▸ A: No. Points of contact are usually at the departmental level, not the more 
global university level. 

▸ Should we survey businesses, NGOs, asking them for project ideas. Think 
about the call for Sponsors EDF has for its Climate Corps program. Or, 

▸ Should we hold a workshop in 2019 with breakout sessions for different 
groups - private sector, NGOs, County departments - to identify energy project 
ideas? We should hold such a workshop at a time to help feed ideas into most 
universities schedules for compiling project needs and sponsor ideas. This 
happens twice per year. To contribute project ideas for possible Fall 2019 
projects, we should hold a workshop in March 2019. Possible groups for 
breakout sessions:  
• Consulting firms 
• Private businesses 
• Universities - different departments - develop interdisciplinary projects 

across departments? Project ideas could then look at the policy, 
regulatory issues. 

• NGOs 
• County departments 

• Next step?: Develop a project to map the CEP. Then identify the problems and 
have an open-source competition to ask folks to solve the problems.  

▸ MBA students might be prime opportunities for this. 
• What about developing a competition to put on the Kaggle website? Here is an 

example of such a competition - Disaggregate household energy consumption into 
individual appliances.  

http://edfclimatecorps.org/
https://www.kaggle.com/
https://www.kaggle.com/c/belkin-energy-disaggregation-competition
https://www.kaggle.com/c/belkin-energy-disaggregation-competition


• What about a competition or a prize to further showcase the students’ good work 
and to incentivize students to pick one or more of the CEP-related capstone project 
ideas? 

• How could we work with other organizations to further amplify this effort, e.g., 
Chamber of Commerce, AED, Alexandria-Arlington Workforce Development? 
Arlington Tech had reached out to the latter group and that group was intrigued with 
acting as a matchmaking service. 

• Is there money available to help us launch this? For example, what about the - 
Chambers of Innovation and Clean Energy (a new group)?  

• Instead of waiting for a 2019 Forum - are there any things we can do now to pursue, 
act on? 

 

3. CEP Update  
 

• County staff updated the EC members on the CEP update project and the related 
CEP Forum (Nov. 5). The EC noted in response: 

• The EC should see the draft CEP in advance of the larger public dissemination.  
• Regarding EC’s comments on the annual budget forecast and how it could impact 

CEP implementation, the EC could coordinate with E2C2 on a letter to send to the 
CB.  

• For future EC meetings, what about asking an Amazon rep to come here, talk about 
energy matters?  Toward that end, the EC should not limit the invite just to Amazon - 
what about other businesses, organizations, e.g., Nestle?  

• County staff noted that it had a possible capstone project on green buildings in the 
works for Public Policy students with an education background.  

 
4. Planning for December meeting  

 
• Should the Dec. 12th meeting have a Transportation focus?  

▸ If yes – who to invite? Dennis Leach? Electrify America? EVs rep? Bird? 
WMATA? CaBi Bikeshare? Demetra's ICF connection? Vehicle-to-grid expert? 
EVGo? 

▸ Tim Stephens' Solar Freedom Bill? Ready for sharing? 
• Planning for 2019 – The EC should match members’ strengths, interests with CEP 

implementation needs. 
 
 

5. Member updates  
 

• Scott Brideau - Scott Sklar and Mr. Brideau paired up to ask how they could help 
The Nature Conservancy with its building energy efficiency update. The Nature 
Conservancy seeks a 50% reduction in building energy usage, and it would like the 
building to be an educational forum to let others learn from the building update. 

http://www.chambersforinnovation.com/


• Rick Keller – The Chamber of Commerce Sustainability Committee held a 
successful sustainable restaurants workshop, entitled, “Creating a Culture of 
Sustainability: Food & Restaurant Industry.” The next Committee workshop is slated 
to be held in March: Sustainability in Schools. Also, the Arlington Public Schools 
solar power purchase agreement contract is to be signed in December. Contract 
details purportedly include under 8 cents kWh with no escalation, to be used at five 
APS locations. Estimated costs savings of $4M over the course of 25 years.  

• Scott Dicke – We are hoping a C-PACE project to come to close would happen in 
Jan/Feb 2019 timeframe (if it happens). Also, small/mid-sized developers are the 
property owners expressing the most interest in C-PACE 

• Irwin Kim – As follow-up to the earlier conversation, he might have some capstone 
project examples from the John's Hopkins program he was in and will send out 
examples.  

 

6. Wrap-up and adjourn  
 

• Meeting adjourned at 9:38 am 
 


